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Abstract

Implementing and Evaluating sparsification methods in
probabilistic networks

Oskar Dahlin

Most queries on probabilistic networks assume a possible world semantic, which
causes an exponential increase in execution time. Deterministic networks can apply
sparsification methods to reduce their sizes while preserving some structural
properties, but there have not been any equivalent methods for probabilistic
networks until recently. As a first work in the field, Parchas, Papailiou, Papadias and
Bonchi have proposed sparsification methods for probabilistic networks by adapting a
gradient descent and expectation-maximization algorithm.
    
In this report the two proposed algorithms, Gradient Descent Backbone (GDB) and
Expectation-Maximization Degree (EMD), were implemented and evaluated on
different input parameters by comparing how well the general graph properties,
expected vertex degrees and ego betweenness approximations are preserved after
sparsifying different datasets. In the sparsified networks we found that the entropies
had mostly gone down to zero, effectively creating a deterministic network. EMD
generally showed better results than GDB specifically when using the relative
discrepancies, however on lower alpha values the EMD methods can generate
disconnected networks, more so when using absolute discrepancies. The methods
produced unexpected results on higher alpha values which suggests they're not stable.
    
Our evaluations have confirmed that the proposed algorithms produce acceptable
results in some cases, however finding the right input parameters for specific
networks can be time consuming. Therefore further testing on diverse structures of
networks with different input parameters is recommended.
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1 Introduction

A probabilistic network is a type of a graph where in-
stead of having length or weight values, the edges are
assigned a probability of existence. This kind of net-
work has multiple use cases such as in social, road or
protein-protein interaction networks [23, 24].

For example, viral marketing [9, 15] is a huge part of
social media, where influencers can be used for product
placements or to persuade their followers. A query in
such a social network could be “What is the likelihood
that Bob will be influenced by Alice”.

In road networks, the roads could be blocked by nat-
ural disasters [11] or a pile-up of vehicle crashes. Using
this information one could find the best placements for
evacuation facilities or emergency services, as well as
identifying which roads the civilians should avoid.

Most techniques used on a probabilistic network
G = (V,E, p) assume possible world semantics [4, 12, 16],
which means the networks can be split up into 2|E| de-
terministic networks, each containing only a subset of
the edges. Due to the exponential increase in possible
worlds, the computational cost of running queries on the
networks increases exponentially.

Some techniques apply Monte-Carlo sampling to a
random subset of possible worlds in order to reduce the
computational cost. However, even MC sampling may
not be sufficient due to the high entropy1of probabilistic
graphs, which means there is a high variance between
the possible worlds. It is therefore required to gather a
larger amount of samples in order to get a more accurate
estimation. Furthermore, generating a sample is still
quite expensive as it requires going through every edge
to sample them.

Two algorithms have recently been developed in or-
der to deal with the high computational cost of proba-
bilistic networks [18]. The algorithms are able to gen-
erate a probabilistic subgraph which keeps the struc-
tural properties of the original network while consisting
of only a fraction of the original network’s edges. A wide
range of queries can be run on the subgraph in order to
approximate the results of the original network. Since
the possible worlds scenario splits up networks into 2|E|

worlds, reducing the amount of edges will exponentially
decrease the amount of possible worlds along with the
computational cost of running queries on the networks.

1Entropy of a probabilistic graph is a measurement of how un-
certain that graph is [18], for example a probabilistic graph that
has a lot of edges with 0.5 values means the edges are as uncertain
as possible, there is a 50% chance the edges exist or not.

The entropy H(G) of a probabilistic graph G is defined
as the entropy sum of all edges: H(G) =

∑
e∈E H(e) =∑

e∈E(−pe log(pe) − (1 − pe) log(1 − pe)).

In order for the two algorithms to work they require
an unweighted connected backbone graph Gb = (V,Eb)
to operate on, which is generated by a method called
Backbone Graph Initialization (BGI), inspired by re-
lated work in deterministic sparsification [17]. Given the
parameters α ∈ (0, 1) and α′ ≤ α, BGI generates Gb by
repeatedly computing the maximum spanning tree of E
until a threshold |Eb| < α′|E| is reached, after which it
randomly samples the last few edges of E until a second
threshold |Eb| < α|E| is reached.

The first algorithm, Gradient Descent Backbone
(GDB), assigns modified probabilities to the edges in
Gb without changing its structure, effectively generating
a new sparsified probabilistic subgraph G′ = (V,Eb, p

′).
The second algorithm, Expectation Maximization Degree
(EMD), inspired by Expectation-Maximization [7], re-
moves and inserts new edges in Gb with adjusted proba-
bilities, creating a new sparsified probabilistic subgraph
G′ = (V,E′, p′).

2 Related work

The sparsification of graphs is not a new concept, meth-
ods for generating sparsified subgraphs of deterministic
graphs already exists. Section 2.1 shows methods for
generating a subgraph from a weight based graph that
preserves the shortest path distance, while section 2.2 fo-
cuses on preserving the cut-size when generating a sparse
subgraph.

2.1 T-spanners

Given a connected simple graph G = (V,E,w) and a
t ∈ N+, one can generate a sparsified subgraph G′ =
(V,E′, w), E′ ⊆ E so that dist(u, v,G′) ≤ t·dist(u, v,G),
where dist(u, v,G) = distance from u to v in G and t is
referred to as the stretch factor. With other words, the
distance between any two vertices u, v ∈ V in G′ can not
exceed the distance in G times t. G′ then becomes what
is called a t-spanner [19].

T-spanners are used in many different fields, for ex-
ample in some distributed systems [2], some special cases
in Euclidean geometry [6, 8, 13, 14], and in network rout-
ing schemes for maintaining compact routing tables [20].
There is a high demand for methods to reduce the com-
plexity of graphs; as a result, researchers in the field have
developed algorithms to generate t-spanners with as few
edges as possible

Baswana and Sen created a simple randomized al-
gorithm that runs in linear time O(t|E|) with a (2t-1)-
stretch factor [3]. Previous to this, all other methods for
generating a (2t-1)-stretch spanner required computing
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2 Related work Oskar Dahlin, Uppsala University 2020

a local or global distance, which meant finding either
Breadth-First Search trees up to level ≥ t or full short-
est path trees from a fraction of vertices. This caused
those algorithms to have a time complexity of for exam-
ple O(|E|n1+1/t) [1] or O(tn2+1/t) [21]. Baswana and
Sen massively improved the time complexity for their al-
gorithm by using a novel clustering method, completely
skipping any distance computations.

2.2 Cut-based sparsifiers

Given a deterministic, undirected, weighted graph G =
(V,E,w) and a set of vertices S ⊆ V , there exists cut-
based sparsifiers that aim to preserve the size of every
cut CG(S) within an approximation error ε ∈ (0, 1). The
cut size CG(S) is the sum of weights of every edge that
has one vertex in S and the other vertex outside of S,
i.e., CG(S) =

∑
e∈EG(S) we where EG(S) = {(u, v) ∈

E|(u ∈ S, v /∈ S)}.
Most cut-based sparsifiers can be split into two main

parts, where the first part assigns a probability pe to
every edge based on how dense its neighbours are. If an
edge exists in a dense area then it is not as important
for the graph connectivity and this is assigned a lower
probability. The second part of the algorithm samples
each edge with its probability. The sampled edges are
then assigned a new weight w′

e proportional to 1
pe

so that
the edges with a low probability pe are assigned larger
weights as compensation for the missing nearby edges.

The cut-based sparsifier algorithms are mostly dif-
ferent in the first step of choosing the probability pe for
each edge. For example, Spielman and Srivastava [22]
create an electrical network with equivalent structure as
a graph, and they set each edge to have a 1Ω resistance.
Then a voltage difference is applied to the vertices of
an edge e = (u, v), and the resulting amount of current
that flows through e will be proportional to the sampling
probability of that edge.

Other algorithms such as [10] set the edges proba-
bility sampling inversely proportional to the minimum
cut that separates u and v. Meanwhile [17] generates
an index λe by repeatedly creating maximum spanning
forests, each of which reduces the weights of the selected
edges. This is repeated until the last spanning tree that
contains e is made, λe is then set to the amount of gen-
erated maximum spanning trees. The sampling proba-
bility of e can then be calculated using pe = ρ

λe
where

ρ = O(log |V |/ε2).

3 Implementation

As a solution to this problem, and a first work in this
field, Parchas, Papailiou, Papadias and Bonchi [18] de-
veloped three algorithms. The first algorithm, Backbone
Graph Initialization (BGI), generates a connected un-
weighted backbone graph Gb = (V,Eb) which is a sub-
graph of G = (V,E, p), Eb ⊆ E on which the other two
algorithms operate on. The other algorithms are two
different ways of generating a sparse subgraph. Gra-
dient Descent Backbone (GDB) modifies probabilities
to compensate for the missing edges and assigns them
to Gb without changing its structure. The other algo-
rithm, Expectation Maximization Degree (EMD) mod-
ifies probabilities while also adding and removing edges
in Gb.

3.1 Backbone Graph Initialization

An important attribute of the backbone graph is for it
to be fully connected, otherwise some queries run on a
disconnected graph would cause inaccurate results, or
even crash when they can not reach specific vertices.
In order to ensure that the graph is fully connected,
BGI first calculates the maximum spanning tree of a
connected probabilistic graph G = (V,E, p) where p acts
as weights and adds the spanning tree to a new graph
Gb = (V,Eb) where Eb = maximum spanning tree. This
ensures that every vertex is connected together. The
algorithm then removes the edges from E i.e., E = E \
Eb.

Since G may no longer be connected, the algorithm
will calculate maximum spanning forests instead and re-
peatedly add the spanning forest to Eb while removing
them from E for as long as the condition |Eb| < α′|E|
holds, where α′ is the spanning ratio. Finally the last
couple edges in E are sampled randomly using their
probabilities, they are then removed from E and inserted
into Eb while the condition |Eb| < α|E| holds, where α
is the sparsification ratio and α′ < α.

If all edges inGb were generated using only maximum
spanning forests then the edges would be treated simi-
larly, by selecting the most probable edges. This is not
desired, so to counter it [18] recommends setting α′ to

the minimum value of either half of α or α = |Eb|
|E| where

|Eb| = number of edges in first six maximum spanning
forests.
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Algorithm 1 Backbone Graph Initialization (BGI)

Input: uncertain graph G = (V,E, p), sparsification ratio α,
spanning ratio α′

Output: backbone graph Gb = (V,Eb)

1: Eb ← maximum spanning tree of E
2: Ec ← E \ Eb
3: while |Eb| < α′|E| do
4: F ← maximum spanning forest of Ec
5: Eb ← Eb ∪ F
6: Ec ← Ec \ F
7: while |Eb| < α|E| do
8: sample random edge e ∈ E with probability pe
9: if e is selected then

10: Eb ← Eb ∪ {e}
11: Ec ← Ec \ {e}

Figure 1a shows an example of a small uncertain net-
work G = (V,E, p) with its probabilities shown next to
each edge. Running BGI on G with the input parame-
ters α = 0.6 and α′ = 0.3 will create the backbone graph
Gb as seen in Figure 1b. Algorithm 1 shows an imple-
mentation of BGI using pseudo code. It should be noted
that a side effect of the algorithm is that the input graph
G will be modified. If that is not a desired feature then
one should make a copy of G and modify that instead.

v1 v2

v3 v4

(a) uncertain graph G

0.4

0.2
0.3

0.1

0.4

v1 v2

v3 v4

(b) backbone graph Gb

Figure 1: BGI Example

3.2 Gradient Descent Backbone

Given the uncertain graph G = (V,E, p) and a back-
bone graph Gb = (V,Eb), GDB starts off by setting the
probabilities of each edge eb ∈ Eb to the corresponding
edges probabilities pe, e ∈ E. i.e., G′ = (V,E′, p′) where
E′ = Eb and p′e′ = pe. After the setup stage, the algo-
rithm begins the gradient descent. Each iteration it cal-
culates new probabilities for every edge e = (u, v) ∈ E′

using the formula:

stp =
π(v)δA(u) + π(u)δA(v)

π(u)π(v)
(1)

where:

π(u) =

{
1 if use abs
CG(u) if ¬use abs (2)

where use abs denotes if we are using the absolute
or relative discrepancy.

The absolute discrepancy δA(S) of a vertex set S is
defined as the difference of S’s expected cut size in G′

to its expected cut size in G, i.e.,

δA(S) = CG(S)− CG′(S)

whereas the relative discrepancy δR(S) is the absolute
discrepancy of S divided by the original graphs cut size:

δR(S) =
CG(S)− CG′(S)

CG(S)

The probability p′e can fall outside of the range [0, 1],
in which case it is being clamped to [0, 1]. Otherwise,
if the probability is within the range GDB checks if the
entropy of p′e has increased, in which case it adds only a
fraction of stp using a step size h, i.e., p′e ← pe + h · stp.
Since GDB gradually descends into a local minimum, it
is recommended to keep the step size h small enough so
that the algorithm does not get stuck overshooting the
local minimum every iteration.

Finally after each iteration we check if the improve-
ment of the objective function D1 is smaller than the
threshold τ , in which case the algorithm is finished and
the graph G′ = (V,E′, p′) is returned. In this case
the objective function D1(G′, use abs) is the sum of∑
u∈V δ

2(u), where δ2(u) is the squared output of ei-
ther the absolute- or relative discrepancy, chosen by the
boolean input parameter use abs.

Algorithm 2 Gradient Descent Backbone (GDB)

Input: uncertain graph G = (V,E, p), backbone graph
Gb = (V,Eb), step size h, improvement threshold τ , Boolean
use abs
Output: sparse uncertain graph G′ = (V,E′, p′)

1: E′ ← ∅
2: for each edge e = (u, v) ∈ Eb do
3: E′ ← E′ ∪ {e}; p′e ← pe

4: repeat
5: D̂1 ← D1(G′, use abs)
6: for each edge e′ = (u, v) ∈ E′ do

7: stp← π(v)δ̂A(u)+π(u)δ̂A(v)
π(u)π(v)

8: p′e ← pe + stp
9: if p′e < 0 then p′e ← 0

10: else if p′e > 1 then p′e ← 1
11: else if H(p′e) > H(pe) then p′e ← pe + h · stp
12: until |D̂1 −D1(G′, use abs)| ≤ τ

Figure 2 illustrates an example of a small uncertain
network G along with the execution of GDB on the
network. The bold edges in Figure 2a represent the
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3 Implementation Oskar Dahlin, Uppsala University 2020

backbone graph Gb generated by BGI. With the un-
certain graph G, backbone graph Gb, step size h = 1,
τ = 0.1 and use abs = true, GDB generates the sparse
graph G′ by going through the edges (v1, v2), (v1, v4),
(v3, v4) while calculating their new probabilities. For
example, the new probability of edge (v1, v2) would be

p′(v1,v2) = p(v1,v2) + δA(v1)+δA(v2)
2 = 0.4 + 0.1+0.2

2 = 0.55.
Note that for the following edges, the calculations of
node degrees such as in δA(u) will use the updated val-
ues of the neighboring edges. The entropy of the original
graph G is 4.01412 while the sparsified network has an
entropy of 2.85577. Algorithm 2 shows a step by step
description of GDB using pseudo code.

v1 v2

v3 v4

(a) uncertain graph G

0.4

0.2
0.3

0.1

0.4

v1 v2

v3 v4

(b) sparse graph G′

0.55

0.375

0.5125

Figure 2: GDB Example

3.3 Expectation-Maximization Degree

GDB is limited in the sense that it can not change the
structure of the network, it only applies modified prob-
abilities to the backbone graph, thus making it sen-
sitive to the choices in BGI. Inspired by Expectation-
Maximization [7], Parchas et al. [18] created the algo-
rithm EMD which addresses the limitation of GDB by
iteratively removing and adding edges. To optimize the
probabilities of the new structure they run GDB after
each iteration.

EMD starts off by initializing a new graph G′ =
(V,E′, p′) where E′ are the edges from the backbone
graph Gb = (V,Eb) and p′ are the probabilities for the
corresponding edges from the original uncertain graph
G = (V,E, p). EMD will then enter the main loop
which consists of 2 phases, first the E -phase which loops
through every edge and replaces it with a possibly better
edge er ∈ E \E′ adjacent to the vertex which currently
has the highest expected degree. The M -phase then calls
GDB to find the optimal probabilities of G′. Similarly
to GDB, this is repeated until the improvement of the
objective function D1 is smaller than the threshold τ .
In this case the objective function D1 is the same as in
GDB,

∑
u∈V δ

2(u).
In order to find the optimal structure of the graph,

the E-phase goes through every edge in G′ one after
the other, removes the edge from G′ and tries to find a
better edge by selecting the vertex vH ∈ V which has
the highest cut-size discrepancy δ. To efficiently find

vH , a max-heap Hv is initialized with every vertex and
its corresponding cut-size discrepancy value at the start
of every iteration. The max-heap is updated with new
values every time δarr changes. Using vH , the algorithm
goes through every edge that is connected to it, along
with the edge that was just removed, and computes their
probability using the formula:

p′e =
⌊
p̂e + h · stp

⌉1
0

where stp← Equation 1 (3)

where bxe10 = max(0, min(x, 1)) i.e., clamps the value
between 0 and 1, and h ∈ [0, 1] is the step size.

To find the new optimal edge, EMD calculates the
gain of the edges using the formula:

g(e)|p′e = δ̂2(u)|0 − δ̂2(u)|p′e + δ̂2(v)|0 − δ̂2(v)|p′e (4)

where p′e is the probability from Equation 3 and δ̂2(v)|w
is the squared degree discrepancy of vertex v where the
probability of edge e is replaced with w. The edge with
highest gain emax is added back to E′ along with its
probability, after which δarr and Hv will be updated
with new values for the vertices of emax.

Table 1 shows an example of EMD being run on the
probabilistic network shown in Figure 2a, with the same
backbone graph shown in bold edges. The entropy step
size h is set to 1, τ is set to 0.1 and use abs is set to
true.

Starting at the iterative phase (line 13), EMD re-
moves the first selected edge (u1, u2) from E′ and up-
dates δarr for both u1 and u2 with new values as shown
in the left table of Figure 1a. u1 becomes the vertex
with highest discrepancy, its adjacent edges of the origi-
nal graph (u1, u2), (u1, u3) and (u1, u4) will be evaluated
based on their possible gain using Equations 3 and 4, as
seen in the right table of Figure 1a. (u1, u2) has the
highest gain of 0.605 and therefore is inserted back into
E′ and δarr gets updated with the probability of (u1,
u2) for both vertices.

For the second iteration the edge (u1, u4) is selected
and removed. u1 is still the vertex with highest discrep-
ancy, so the edges (u1, u3) and (u1, u4) will be consid-
ered. (u1, u4) comes out with higher gain of 0.405 and
thus is inserted back into the graph. Finally for the last
iteration the edge (u3, u4) is removed and this time u3
has the highest discrepancy, so the edges (u3, u1) and
(u3, u4) will be examined, and (u3, u4) comes out as a
winner with a gain of 0.602. The edge is inserted back
into the network and the algorithm is finished. In this
case the backbone graph generated by BGI is already
optimal, this is because a small graph like Figure 2a
does not have enough edges for BGI to start randomly
sampling the edges.
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Algorithm 3 Expectation-Maximization Degree (EMD)

Input: uncertain graph G = (V,E, p), backbone graph
Gb = (V,Eb), step size h, improvement threshold τ , Boolean
use abs
Output: sparse uncertain graph G′ = (V,E′, p′)

1: E′ ← ∅
2: initialize δarr with the length |V |
3: for each vertex v ∈ V do
4: δarr(u)← CG(v)

5: for each edge e = (u, v) ∈ Eb do
6: E′ ← E′ ∪ {e}; p′e ← pe
7: δarr(u)← δarr(u)− pe
8: δarr(v)← δarr(v)− pe
9: repeat

10: D̂1 ← D1(G′, use abs) // E-phase
11: initialize max-heap Hv of vertices V based on |δA|
12: E′′ ← copy of E′

13: for each edge e = (u, v) ∈ E′′ do
14: δarr(u)← δarr(u) + p′e
15: δarr(v)← δarr(v) + p′e
16: Hv.update(u, v)
17: E′.remove(e); pe ← 0
18: vH ← Hv.top()
19: for each er ∈ E \ E′ adjacent to vH ∪ {e} do
20: w ← probability of Equation 1
21: g(er)|w ← gain of Equation 4

22: emax = (umax, vmax)← edge of max gain
23: pmax ← probability of emax
24: δarr(umax)← δarr(umax)− pmax
25: δarr(vmax)← δarr(vmax)− pmax
26: Hv.update(umax, vmax)
27: E′.add(emax); pemax ← pmax

28: G′ ← GDB(G,G′, h, τ, use abs) // M -phase
29: until |D̂1 −D1(G′, use abs)| ≤ τ

4 Evaluation

To evaluate the algorithms, we use three different
datasets of undirected probabilistic graphs, of which one
is a synthetic network and two datasets are neuroimag-
ing data from the Autism Brain Imaging Data Exchange
(ABIDE)[5]. The brain networks are gathered by rest-
ing state fMRI scans of both healthy individuals, and
individuals suffering from Autism spectrum disorder.

All algorithms were implemented in C++ using UU
InfoLabs network library and run on an Intel Core i5-
4670k CPU at 3.8GHz clock speed along with 16GB of
DDR3 RAM at 1600MHz clock speed. Table 2 shows a
summary of the datasets before sparsification along with
some of their properties.

vertex δA e = (u1, u2) :

u1 0.6 edge p′ ge

u2 0.5 (u1, u2) 0.55 0.605
u3 0.2 (u1, u3) 0.4 0.32
u4 0.1

(a) Hv and relevant edges at first
iteration

vertex δA e = (u1, u4) :

u1 0.5 edge p′ ge

u2 0.1 (u1, u3) 0.35 0.245
u3 0.2 (u1, u4) 0.45 0.405
u4 0.4

(b) Hv and relevant edges at second
iteration

vertex δA e = (u3, u4) :

u1 0.2 edge p′ ge

u2 0.1 (u3, u1) 0.4 0.32
u3 0.6 (u3, u4) 0.55 0.605
u4 0.5

(c) Hv and relevant edges at third
iteration

Table 1: EMD Example

dataset vertices edges [E]/[V ] E[pe] H(G)

Brain Network 1 89 3916 44 0.526 3632
Brain Network 2 116 6670 57.5 0.195 4073

Synthetic 100 2468 24.68 0.513 1796

Table 2: Characteristics of datasets

4.1 General graph properties

We compiled data based on the 3 datasets by running
queries on them to showcase the performance and ac-
curacy of the algorithms. For tables and figures we use
the notation XA or X A where X is the sparsification al-
gorithm being used and the subscript A being absolute
discrepancy, while XR is using relative discrepancy.

We sparsified each dataset 16 times using different
input parameters, after which we tested and gathered
data on the different sparse networks in order to compare
them. Both EMD and GDB were tested using both ab-
solute and relative discrepancy, each combination tested
on four different sparsification ratios (α): 0.08, 0.16,
0.32, 0.64. The spanning ratios (α′) were configured to
be half of the sparsification ratio for each run. The step
size h was fixed to 0.01, while the improvement threshold
τ was set to 0.10.

We found that the probabilities of most edges had
changed to something very close to either zero or one as
a result of the algorithms target of reaching a low en-
tropy. Tables 3 and 4 shows the average probabilities
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along with the entropies of each sparse network. It is
evident that the algorithms have achieved very low en-
tropies for the sparsified graphs, down to even zero on
the smaller α values. This is a massive decrease from the
original graphs which had entropies in the 4 digit range,
as can be seen in the H(G) column in Table 2. While low
entropy was one of the goals of the algorithms in order
to decrease the amount of sampling needed for queries,
the average probabilities have as a result increased to
roughly 100% which means it may affect the result of
some queries.

To test how reliable a graph is, we run a breadth-first
search from a random vertex through the whole graph.
Before traversing an edge we sample it randomly using
its probability, if the edge is sampled we traverse it to
the other vertex, otherwise it is skipped. For each vertex
we find we increment its value in an array by 1. This is
repeated 500000 times from 10 different starting vertices
so in total we run the query 5000000 times. The mean
reliability is then calculated and saved for each vertex.
We run the queries on both the original graph and the
sparsified graph in order to compare the difference of
each vertex reliability value to get the reliability error.
The reliability errors for each vertex are then summed
up and averaged to get a mean reliability error for the
whole graph.

It appears that the reliability of the sparsified graphs
are quite high; the reliability error as seen in Table 5 in-
dicates that only EMDA performed worse on lower alpha
values. This is likely due to these networks containing
multiple components as seen in Table 6, and thus be-
ing disconnected. Note that in the cases where a graph
contains more than one component, there is always one
main component which contains most of the vertices,
while the rest of the components are only single vertices
completely disconnected from everything else.

EMD has the ability to swap out edges for possibly
better ones by measuring the vertices cut size discrepan-
cies, but in some cases it may instead mistakenly swap
out an important edge which connects a vertex to the
rest of the graph, hence why both EMDA and EMDR be-
comes disconnected in some scenarios. However, EMDA

performs consistently worse than EMDR even at higher
α values. This is because the error of swapping out criti-
cal edges becomes more pronounced when using absolute
discrepancies as it prefers vertices with higher degrees,
thus increasing the chance of vertices with a single edge
of being disconnected. EMDR mitigates this problem as
the relative discrepancy considers the cut size discrepan-
cies relative to the original cut size, thus a change in a
smaller cut size could be more prominent than a change
in bigger cut sizes.

dataset α GDBA GDBR EMDA EMDR

Brain Network 1 0.08 1 1 1 1
0.16 1 1 1 1
0.32 1 1 0,99 1
0.64 0,93 0,96 0,95 0,94

Brain Network 2 0.08 1 1 0,98 1
0.16 0,99 0,99 0,73 1
0.32 0,71 0,68 0,87 0,77
0.64 0,56 0,33 0,58 0,91

Synthetic 0.08 1 1 1 1
0.16 1 1 0,99 1
0.32 1 1 0,99 1
0.64 0,90 0,99 0,89 0,87

Table 3: Average probabilities

dataset α GDBA GDBR EMDA EMDR

Brain Network 1 0.08 0 0 0 0
0.16 0 0 0 0
0.32 0 0 1.1 0
0.64 11.2 6.5 11.4 7.5

Brain Network 2 0.08 0 0 0.4 0
0.16 0 0.04 0.3 0
0.32 7.3 1.8 6.9 0.9
0.64 54.7 1.1 30.2 18.7

Synthetic 0.08 0 0 0 0
0.16 0 0 0.1 0
0.32 0 0 0.4 0
0.64 0.5 0.2 4.9 0.5

Table 4: Graph entropy

dataset α GDBA GDBR EMDA EMDR

Brain Network 1 0.08 <0.01 <0.01 0.532 <0.01
0.16 <0.01 <0.01 0.325 <0.01
0.32 <0.01 <0.01 0.149 <0.01
0.64 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Brain Network 2 0.08 <0.01 <0.01 0.262 0.114
0.16 <0.01 <0.01 0.189 <0.01
0.32 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
0.64 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Synthetic 0.08 <0.01 <0.01 0.470 0.02
0.16 <0.01 <0.01 0.262 <0.01
0.32 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
0.64 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Table 5: Reliability errors

dataset α GDBA GDBR EMDA EMDR

Brain Network 1 0.08 1 1 31 1
0.16 1 1 15 1
0.32 1 1 6 1
0.64 1 1 1 1

Brain Network 2 0.08 1 1 22 3
0.16 1 1 21 1
0.32 1 1 1 1
0.64 1 1 1 1

Synthetic 0.08 1 1 35 2
0.16 1 1 9 1
0.32 1 1 1 1
0.64 1 1 1 1

Table 6: Graph components
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Figure 3: Reliability execution time

We measured the time taken to execute the reliabil-
ity query for each step in α values in the Brain Network
1 dataset. Figure 3 shows the execution time of our re-
liability query on different α values. The original graph
of 3916 edges took 3977 seconds to finish while at 8%
alpha we get 314 edges and the query takes on average
370 seconds. This is an almost linear decrease in execu-
tion time, it only looks exponential because the X axis
is a logarithmic scale. The linear decrease is caused by
the fact that we always tested with the same amount
of samples for each alpha value. It would realistically
be impossible to run a query on every single possible
world, even a small network of only 3916 edges would
have 6 · 101178 possible worlds, which is way more than
the amount of atoms in the observable universe.

4.2 Expected vertex degrees

The expected vertex degrees was one of the properties
the proposed algorithms were focusing on preserving.
We used both Pearson- and Spearman’s rank coefficient
to evaluate both the relation in the value of vertices ex-
pected degree, as well as the rank of vertices ordered by
their expected degree.

Figure 4 shows multiple interesting characteristics of
the sparsified graphs. It is clear that from 0,32 alpha
value and down both GDB methods are acting as ex-
pected, decreasing in both Pearson’s and Spearman’s
coefficient. However, what is unexpected is that at 0,64
alpha the coefficients dip down rather than rise up. A
possible explanation could be that the algorithms are
not as stable for higher percentages in edges as the struc-
ture will be closer to the original network while the al-
gorithms change up the probabilities too much.

The EMD methods are seeing the same issue of the
coefficient dropping very low on higher edge percentages,
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Figure 4: Expected Degree in Brain Network 1

even much lower than GDB. From 0,32 alpha and lower
EMD is performing better than GDB in every case. In
Spearman’s rank coefficient, as seen in Figure 4b, EMD
is performing exceptionally well. EMD A stays above a
0,95 coefficient for even 0,08 alpha, which is 8% edges of
the original graph.

As for the Pearson’s coefficient in Figure 4a, both
EMD methods are performing more along the lines of
what’s expected; decreasing as the alpha value gets
lower. Comparing Pearson’s and Spearman’s coefficient
for EMD we can see that the Spearman’s coefficient is
higher for all alpha values below 0,64. This would sug-
gest that the algorithms are better at preserving the
ranking of vertices’ expected degree rather than their
relation in values.

These results varies on the different datasets. In
Brain Network 2 as seen in Figure 6, we can still see a dip
towards higher alpha values, this time visibly affecting
lower alpha values like 0,32. In Figure 7 the dip on 0,64
alpha is less severe and even non-existent for GDB R.
This decrease in both Pearson’s and Spearman’s coeffi-
cients may be explained by the higher amount of edges
that Brain Network 2 has over both Brain Network 1
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and the synthetic network. The synthetic network also
has the least amount of edges while producing better
results than the other datasets.

Comparing the expected vertex degrees for the three
datasets, the only property they have in common for
Pearson’s and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients
is that both versions of EMD performs consistently bet-
ter than GDB on lower alpha values. This could mean
that the edge selection method in BGI, Algorithm 1,
is not selecting the most optimal edges or that the used
proportion of sparsification ratio to spanning ratio is not
ideal.

4.3 Ego Betweenness Approximation

The Ego Betweenness (EB) of a node u measures the
centrality of u by summing up the multiplication of prob-
abilities of each path from every pair of nodes leading to
u. The runtime of EB increases exponentially, which for
bigger networks means it will take too long to measure.
Therefore we use the Ego Betweenness Approximation,
which estimates the EB value by only using the incident
vertices of u and thus runs in just a fraction of the time.
Equation 5 shows the definition of how Ego Betweenness
Approximation works, where B(u) is the estimated EB
value of node u, N(u) is the incident vertices of u and
puv is the probability of edge from u to v.

B(u) =
∑

v 6=w∈N(u)

puv puw (1− pvw) (5)

Both Pearson’s and Spearman’s rank correlation co-
efficients were used to evaluate how well the sparsifica-
tion methods preserved the relation in EB value of the
vertices. In Figure 5 we find that the results look very
similar to what was seen in Figure 4, both Pearson’s and
Spearman’s coefficients behave the same way.

We still find the drop in correlation coefficients on
higher alpha values, specifically on 0.64 alpha. EMD is
generally performing better than GDB, except in Figure
5a we find that EMD A dropped down below GDB in ev-
ery alpha value. The reason EMD A performs worse at
keeping the relation in Ego Betweenness values than the
other sparsification methods is likely due to how EMD A
produces networks that have disconnected vertices. The
Ego Betweenness value is very sensitive to changes in
amount of incident vertices because its value increases
exponentially the more vertices it is connected to. Other
than this the results from Brain Network 1 are very sim-
ilar to the expected degree results.

This is further proven in the results of both Brain
Network 2 in Figure 8 and the synthetic network in Fig-
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Figure 5: Ego Betweenness Approximation in
Brain Network 1

ure 9. The Pearson’s coefficient in Brain Network 2, as
seen in Figure 8a, again shows very similar results to
the measured Expected Degree in the same network 6a,
with the only exception being that EMD A is performing
worse at keeping the relation in Ego Betweenness values.
On lower alpha values it dropped down on average 0.12
points in Pearson’s coefficient.

In the Synthetic network in Figure 9 we find that
EMD A dropped from 0.8 Pearson’s coefficient down to
0.6 and below, while both GDB versions and EMD R
behave similarly to the Expected Degree results as seen
in Figure 7. Meanwhile, the Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient of all datasets are identical to the correspond-
ing Expected Degree coefficients. This would suggest
that the relation in rankings of vertices based on their
Ego Betweenness Approximation value has not changed,
while the relation in values has changed negatively which
is likely to have been caused by the disconnected ver-
tices.
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5 Conclusion & Future work

Sparsification methods have previously only been used
on deterministic graphs in order to reduce their sizes.
As a first work in the field, Parchas, Papailiou, Papadias
and Bonchi [18] have proposed three new sparsification
algorithms that specifically apply to probabilistic net-
works and promises to solve the issue of possible worlds
semantics.

The proposed algorithms, BGI (Backbone Graph Ini-
tialization), GDB (Gradient Descent Backbone) and
EMD (Expectation Maximization Degree), take an un-
certain graph G = (V,E, p) along with an α ∈ (0, 1)
as parameters and outputs a subgraph G′ = (V,E′, p′)
where |Eb| < α|E|. Allegedly, G′ should preserve struc-
tural properties of G such as having less entropy than
G. G′ should also be able to approximate the result of
various queries on G.

In our evaluation we tested multiple structural prop-
erties on different datasets G and compared them to
their subgraphs G′ and found that their graph entropy
had decreased down to or close to 0. This means that
the subgraphs are close to being deterministic, reducing
the amount of possible worlds as well as lowering the
amount of sampling needed for accurate measurements.
The subgraphs can become disconnected in some cases
when using EMD, mostly noticeable in EMDA. In the
other cases the reliability error of the subgraphs were
minimal.

The change in expected vertex degrees were evalu-
ated on the subgraphs using Pearson’s and Spearman’s
correlation coefficient and the results were found to be
unstable on higher α values. Generally EMD performed
well on α values lower than 0,32, better than GDB in
all cases. But, towards higher α values both methods
saw a decrease in accuracy. The decrease was consistent
on different datasets but the amount of reduction varied
between them.

Our evaluations have confirmed that the proposed
algorithms produced acceptable results in most cases.
However, further testing of different datasets and pa-
rameter combinations is suggested. For example, one
could try to use the same backbone network and eval-
uate how well the different methods would perform, or
more elaborate testing of different combinations of pa-
rameters such as lower or higher ratios of α to α′. It
is apparent that the backbone graph generated by BGI
does not have the most optimal edges. Therefore, it
should be thoroughly tested whether this is a fault in
the sparsification methods or input parameters.
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Figure 6: Expected Degree in Brain Network 2
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Figure 7: Expected Degree in Synthetic Network
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Figure 8: Ego Betweenness Approximation in
Brain Network 2
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Figure 9: Ego Betweenness Approximation in
Synthetic Network
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